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 To whom it may concern,

This is to state under no circumstances do I want the Qld government
to extend the Emergency bill.

There is no longer a need for these mandates as the "pandemic" is so
mild that it currently has a 0.01% fatality rate and the governments
health advise is to stay home and treat it with Panadol.

Any further extension of these powers is unwarranted and nothing more
than gov overreach and control. This is unwelcome and needs to end.

The current mandates are nonsensical, unlawful, not keeping anyone
safe only creating division in society.

The current health emergency in Qld as I see it, is nothing more than
gov control and over reach.
The politicians and bureaucrats have decided to cancel surgeries,
cancer treatments, and mental health appointments for Qld residents
against the consulting Doctors advise, because individuals choose not
take an untested, unspecified experimental drug.
This decision poses no threat to others health as the experimental
drug has proven to be totally ineffective against covid infections.

These are crimes against humanity and need to end immediately.
Any politician allowing these draconian measures to continue is also liable.

This "vaccine" you are promoting does not meet any of the standard
definitions of a true vaccine.
It is not safe. Proof of this is federal gov payouts for the thousands
of people now permanently injured and damaged by this experimental
drug.
Nor has it proved to be effective as Qld hospitals have majority of
"vaccinated" patients as are the majority of positive tests.
The figures that the gov is quoting are manipulated and not true and factual.
And no longer believed by any.
Any continuing mandates has nothing to do with residents health and is
all about gov over reach.

Qld gov is also planning on spending millions of tax payer funded
monies on a tourism campaign while maintaining mandates for a
segregated society.
This is a ludicrous waste of money and also needs to stop as any
families who choose for themselves not to take an experimental drug
nor give it to their children will choose other places without
segregation mandates to spend their holiday dollars ie NSW, Tasmania,
UK, Scandinavian countries, and many European countries etc, etc where
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all restrictions have been lifted and the "pandemic" is no longer
pushed by governments.

Further extensions of the Emergency powers allowing the Premier to
continue to slam the Qld borders shut on a whim at a moments notice is
the biggest detriment to this states tourism numbers. No multi million
dollar tourism campaign will change that nor help this states tourism
operators.

The gov needs to follow the science and example set by other countries
around the world and end all the mandates immediately.

My body my choice.
Coercion is not consent.
The will of the people is freedom.

Regards
Tracy Scott
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